Clinical recognition and drug treatment of depression in cases found by standardized assessment.
The determination of need of care is an important problem for public health. In an epidemiological perspective the question is whether the right people get the right treatment. The answer depends on a variety of methodological issues such as case-definition, case-identification, sampling, and treatment assessment. Case-definition is done by patients themselves and by experts such as physicians or scientists. This study compares the clinical approach of family physicians with the standardized approach of epidemiologists. In two epidemiological studies, the Berlin Aging Study (BASE) and the WHO Study on Psychological Problems in General Health Care (WHO/PPGHC), diagnosis and treatment of major depression in the field were analyzed. In spite of different methods, both studies showed a high rate of unrecognized major depressions as defined by DSM-III-R criteria. This lack of case-recognition by the primary care physicians corresponds to the fact that less than then percent of these patients were treated with antidepressants and none of them had been seen by a psychiatrist. The question to be discussed is whether these results speak for an underrecognition of cases that are in need of care under clinical conditions or an inflation of the respective numbers by standardized methods.